
VFX Artist
The Digital Animation & Visual Effects School
May - July, 2017

Modeled sand dune environment in Maya, which included mountains, 

dunes, rocks, and an escape pod.

Textured an organic character using Mari and Photoshop. Included 

diffuse, specular, reflection, and normal maps.

Composited two shots in Nuke, which included keying, rotoscoping, 

clean plating, and color grading.

Junior Compositor
Awesome Incorporated
November,2018 - May, 2019

Created matte extractions while retaining fine hair detail.

Combined plates using a variety of time manipulation techniques. 

Integrated CG elements into live action plates through the use of 

multipass compositing.

Created set extensions through the use of 3D nuke setups and clean 

plating.

Teaching Assistant
The Digital Animation & Visual Effects School
July - October, 2018

Assisted students with various parts of the production pipeline 

including modeling, animating, rigging, texturing, lighting, and 

compositing.

Helped students troubleshoot technical issues in multiple 

applications such as Maya, ZBrush, Nuke, VRay, Renderman, and 

Deadline.

Compositor
Ingenuity Studios
August, 2019 - Present

Composited CG set extensions and CG elements into live action 

plates seamlessly.

Painted out crew, equipment, palm trees, as well as beauty work and 

makeup enhancements. 

Integrated 2D elements of wounds, blood hits, bullet impacts, fire, 

etc. into live action and full CG plates.

The Digital Animation & Visual Effects School
Visual Effects Program, Diploma
August, 2017

Learned and developed skills for integrating CG into live action
plates utilizing Nuke. Obtained extensive knowledge of rotoscoping,
keying, and tracking.
Developed a vast knowledge of VRay materials and lighting, focusing 
on using texture story to maximize realism. I also obtained advanced
knowledge of UVing  techniques and layout.
Created complex rigs for bipedal and quadrupedal characters, as Created complex rigs for bipedal and quadrupedal characters, as 
well as hard surface vehicles. Animated characters for walk cycles,
lip syncs, and body mechanics.
Developed skills on creating both low and high poly assets, including
vehicles, architecture, creatures, and other organic characters.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm6vbyFdgmeV7nHtD1nXRbg
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm11364106/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zacharywisevfx/

